
The audio loops and audio samples from www.soundtrackloops.com (and 
Soundtrack Loops™) remain the property of its manufacturer Soundtrack 
Loops™ (Collectively, “Licensor”) and are licensed to you as the 
original end-user (“Licensee”), on a non-exclusive basis, for use 
subject to the provisions below. 

(A) The sounds in a category of “Demo Songs”:

Demo songs, songs composed by our team to display a demonstration of 
sounds in a sound pack. They remain intellectual property of 
Soundtrack Loops (manufacture/composer). These exact arrangements are 
not available for use in other works and a license for Soundtrack 
Loops™ demo songs is not available to the end user. The loops and 
samples agreement does not apply to the demo songs found on the 
Soundtrack Loops™ site and on Soundtrack Loops™ distributor sites. 
Soundtrack Loops demo songs are arrangements composed to demonstrate 
sounds from a single sound pack and they are not available to you to 
use as an edited segment or as a whole. The end user may NOT sell, 
copy, or distribute the Soundtrack Loops™ demo songs. You may however 
use our loops and samples to create your own original arrangements as 
this is the sole purpose of our products. You may use your new 
arrangements in video games, commecial music releases, movie scores, 
advertisements, and remixes.

(B) The sounds in a category of “Loops and Samples (sounds)”:

The Licensee may use Soundtrack Loops sounds in combination with other 
sounds in music productions to create something new and unique. Usage 
includes soundtracks, video games, radio/TV programs, advertisements, 
computer games, multimedia presentations, public performances, and 
other purposes within new original musical compositions. Licensee can 
also use Soundtrack Loops content as sound effects in games and 
synchronization to video.

The Licensee may modify the sounds and may use the sounds for 
commercial purposes as part of a musical composition with other sounds 
and or as sound effects/cues.

The Licensee MAY NOT use the sounds in isolation as sound effects or 
as loops (i.e. a sequence of musical events) in any competitive 
products that are sold or re-licensed to multiple third parties such 
as: virtual instruments, sample packs,  sync music subscription 
services, or A.I. (artificial intelligent) generated music services 
without additional written permission from Soundtrack Loops. If you 
have any questions about this or require additional licensing options 
for such things please contact us as we do offer licensing options and 
pricing for this. Creating a music library with our arrangements and 
demo songs is prohibited. You may however use our loops in a mix of 
other loops and performances / instrumentation to make your own 
original arrangements for sync purposes ie television placements and 



advertisements. All royalty free. Check with your publisher or agent 
as using loops in said arrangements is often times NOT allowed in 
their agreements. The idea here is to not simply recreate our demo 
songs and try to turn them into personal profit. Use our sounds to 
make something new and original for this purpose.

This license expressly forbids resale, re-licensing or other 
distribution of the sounds, either as they exist or any modification 
thereof. You cannot sell, loan, rent, lease, assign, upload to or 
download from any server, or transfer all or any of the enclosed 
product to another user, or for use in any competitive product such as 
hardware instruments, virtual instruments or sample packs. You may 
however create new content with our sounds and then sell that content 
to a third party as part of a work for hire for example video game 
music. If you have any questions about this please contact us.

Licensor will not be responsible if the sounds does not fit the 
particular purpose of the Licensee.

(C) The music in a category of “STEMS (for Native Instruments : 
Traktor)”:

The Licensee may use Soundtrack Loops STEMS in combination with other 
sounds in music productions to create something new and unique. Usage 
includes personal use and public performances but can not be used for 
monitisation.

The Licensee MAY NOT use the STEMS in isolation as sound effects or as 
loops (i.e. a sequence of musical events) in any competitive products 
that are sold or re-licensed to multiple third parties such as virtual 
instruments, STEMS, or sample packs.

You may use our loops and samples in a new original composition 
royalty free. You may mangle and modify the sounds and use them in 
your original music royalty free. You many monetize and sell your new 
compositions made with our sounds. You may create sound effects and 
cues for video games and TV. You may create new original songs with 
the sounds and sell the songs BUT be aware that some loops may be used 
by others and can get flagged by content ID if you don’t create 
something unique from the loop set. This is the unfortunate nature of 
content ID. We have the ability to quickly get your channel in the 
allow list to prevent any complications. Please contact us with any 
questions.

Youtube and Content ID. We Soundtrack Loops™ have the right to publish 
demos of our products on Youtube. We can claim copyright ownership 
because we are the copyright holders of these compositions and 
arrangements. Our sounds are licensed to you to use royalty free in 
your works. This means that you don’t have to pay us royalties to use 
our sounds BUT we have the right to monetize our demo songs on Youtube 



as the copyright owner. If for some unexplainable reason Youtube 
content ID flags your content containing our sounds we can have your 
page added to the "allow list "which means you can publish your song 
and monetize it BUT if your arrangement is too close to the original 
you may run into a snag as other users will be using the same loops 
and it is possible they will try to claim owership but don’t worry we 
have a direct contact at AdRev and can get it sorted typically within 
24 hours. Youtube content ID has created many problems for content 
creators. This is why it is important to alter our loops and 
arrangements and change them to make them your own. We are on your 
side so please contact us if you have any questions or need allow 
listing on your page.

This is a general license which covers all Soundtrack Loops™ products 
if in doubt please contact us.


